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Abstract: With the rapid development of electronic technology, there are more and more kinds of
integrated circuits, and the scale of integration is also growing. In order to adapt to various application
fields, the factory designed and produced various corresponding ASIC. Timer is an indispensable part
of digital system, which can not only be used for counting, timing and frequency division, but also
often used to measure pulse frequency and pulse width, thus constituting various circuits in life. The
application of integrated circuit timer has been very popular, but there are few types of stereotypes. At
present, there are many different binary timer modules in medium scale integrated circuits, but there
are generally only two or three binary modules in single timer function blocks. We must master the
connection method of using existing timer chips to form other arbitrary binary timers. Using medium
scale integrated circuit timer chip to design arbitrary binary timer is a very important content in digital
logic design. As long as we fully understand their logic functions, we can put forward various logic
design methods and explore new application fields.
1. Introduction
Timer is one of the most commonly used sequential circuits in digital systems. It is a logic
component that can count input pulses. It is composed of various flip-flops and combinational logic
circuits. It is the basic logic component in digital equipment, and it is almost everywhere from small
digital instruments to large digital electronic computers. Common ones are decimal, hexadecimal,
etc., but they can't meet the needs of digital circuit applications. Therefore, it is necessary to simply
design and connect the off-chip circuit of the existing timer to form a timer with a specified count
system to achieve the desired purpose. Using a medium-scale integrated counter to design an
arbitrary-system timer can simplify the circuit, reduce wiring, improve the reliability of the circuit,
and has the advantages of small size and low power consumption. The use of medium-scale
integrated circuit chips to make appropriate connections can form an arbitrary system timer. The main
methods are reset method, set method and capacity expansion method. This paper mainly expounds
the design idea of using a medium-scale integrated counter to design an arbitrary base synchronous
addition timer, and discusses its design principle and method.
2. Working characteristics and principle of timer
The timer consists of timer 0, timer 1, timer mode register TMOD and timer control register TCON.
Timer 0 and timer 1 are 16 bit addition counters, which are respectively composed of two 8-bit special
registers: timer 0 is composed of TH0 and TL0, and timer 1 is composed of TH1 and TL1. The access
addresses of TL0, TL1, TH0 and TH1 are 8AH ~ 8DH in turn, and each register can be accessed
separately. When timer 0 or timer 1 is used as a counter, the pulse input on chip pin T0 or T1 is
counted. For each pulse input, the addition counter is increased by 1; when it is used as a timer, it
counts the internal machine cycle pulse. Because the machine cycle is a fixed value, when the count
value is determined, the time is also determined. TMOD and TCON are connected with timer 0 and
timer 1 through the internal bus and logic circuit. TMOD is used to set the working mode of the timer,
and TCON is used to control the start and stop of the timer. In timing mode, T records the number of
pulses (machine cycle signal) output by the internal oscillator of the microcontroller. The counter of
T0 or T1 is incremented by 1 every machine cycle, and an overflow interrupt request is automatically
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generated until the rollover returns to zero. The timing time of the timer is not only related to the
initial value of the timer, but also related to the clock frequency of the system. In the case of a certain
machine cycle, the larger the initial value, the shorter the timing time; the smaller the initial value, the
longer the timing time. The longest timing time is 65536(216) machine cycles (the initial value is 0).
If a data comparator is added to the timer, compare two binary numbers, one of which is the preset
number and the other is the output of the timer. When the timer counts the preset number, the data
comparator will output a pulse, which can be used to reset or set the timer, change the preset number,
and change the counting system conveniently [1]. Therefore, any binary timer can be formed by this
method.
3. Design method of arbitrary binary timer
3.1 Reset method
The reset method, also known as the reset method, is suitable for counters with zero-setting
function. According to whether the reset operation requires clock pulse coordination, it is divided into
synchronous reset method and asynchronous reset method. Most integrated counters use
asynchronous reset method. Asynchronous clearing refers to the use of a transition state to generate a
zero logic. When this state occurs, the counter state immediately returns to zero [2]. There is no
transition state in synchronization, and the reset operation is performed when the clock pulse arrives.
The principle and method of using the reset method to form an arbitrary binary counter is to design a
decoding circuit. When the N-ary counter is counted into M input pulses from the zero state S, the
circuit enters the SM state. The decoding circuit decodes the SM state, generates an asynchronous zero
setting signal, and adds it to the asynchronous setting end of the counter, so that the counter can be
reset immediately from the SM state and return to the S0 state soon. The counter state circulates
between S0-Sm-1, Skip N-M states to get M-ary counter. The schematic diagram of any binary timer
realized by reset method is shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1 Reset method to realize arbitrary binary timer
One defect of the reset method is that the counting cycle does not contain the state of generating
carry output, so the carry end of the counter does not work and there will be no carry output. It is
necessary to add another carry output circuit to make the circuit complex. In addition, the reliability
of the asynchronous clearing method is not high, because the clearing signal exists for a very short
time, and some flip-flops may not complete the reset [3].
3.2 Positioning method
The setting method refers to using a stable state to generate the setting logic in the counter with
synchronous setting function. When this state appears, the counter state returns to the preset state after
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the arrival of the next effective edge of the clock. There are two kinds of setting methods: minimum
setting method and maximum setting method. Using the setting method to form an arbitrary base
counter can start from any state. When the count input reaches M signals, a preset number signal is
generated to the preset number terminal of the counter, so that the counter skips N-M states and is
preset to a certain state, so as to realize the M-ary counter. The M-ary counter formed by this setting
method can take the last m states of the integrated counter counting sequence or the middle M states
of the counting sequence [4].
The preset number operation can also be divided into synchronous and asynchronous modes. The
synchronous mode requires the clock pulse signal and the preset number signal to act at the same time
to perform the preset number operation. However, the asynchronous mode does not need the
synchronization of clock signals, so long as there are preset signals, it will be executed immediately.
If the selected counter adopts the synchronization method to preset the number, there is a simplest
design method, which is called the carry signal preset number method [5]. The specific method is:
connect the carry end of the original counter directly or inversely to its preset NC end, and then
determine the preset number. If the original integrated counter uses asynchronous preset, the
reliability will be poor due to the extremely short existence time of carry signal. However, most
integrated counters use synchronous preset.
In addition, when using the setting method, we need to pay attention to a problem. If the signal of
the used device is only the counter working state control signal, and the setting operation depends on
the clock signal, the setting process does not need to use the transition process [6]. If the signal of the
device used is a set signal itself, and the set operation is independent of the clock signal, a transient
state is required to generate a short-lived signal to complete the set operation. The common feature of
the above design methods is that the state of the designed arbitrary base counter changes continuously,
and the set value can only be a set of constants, which is called the one-time set number method [7].
3.3 Cascade implementation of medium scale integrated circuits arbitrary binary timer
The single-chip N-ary integrated circuit counter is linked to form an "integrated counter chain",
which can realize any M ＞ N-ary counter. The counting rule of the "counter chain" should follow the
principle of incremental counting: each counter can only enter the counting state when there is a carry
signal output in the low order. The designed counter module M can be any natural integer, and the
decoding reset circuit can be realized by the reset method or setting method discussed in this paper
[8].
3.4 Timer design of unnatural sequence cycle
Usually, the medium-sized counter chip counts according to the natural sequence and cycle law.
However, when designing digital logic, you will also encounter such special counters that cycle in an
unnatural order, please refer to Figure 2. The general reset method and setting method can't be
realized for this kind of counter that circulates in unnatural order, so it is necessary to explore a new
and feasible method for the design of this kind of special counter, such as adding combinational logic
control circuit on the basis of general setting method [9].
The circulation rule in Figure 2 is different from the natural circulation of the left button. When the
initial state is S2, the next state is S4; when it runs to S8, the next state is S10; when it runs to S12, the
next state jumps to S0. This is an unnatural sequential cycle, which cannot be realized by the reset
method and the number setting method introduced earlier, but by the function of the preset number of
the counter chip. Main design points are: (a) carefully analyze the counting states of unnatural
sequence cycle, and focus on the jump law. (b) The logical relationship between the output end of the
counter chip of medium scale integrated circuit and its preset NC control end is established to
generate the signal required in the counting cycle. (c) The logical relationship between the output end
of the counter chip of medium scale integrated circuit and the preset data input end of the chip is
established in order to realize the jump of the unnatural sequence cycle count, which is the key in the
whole design. (d) Connect the circuit with medium scale integrated circuit counter according to the
established logical relationship.
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Figure 2 Unnatural sequence
4. Conclusions
The timer of the integrated circuit is a logic device that is widely used in the current digital system.
The arbitrary base counter is also often used in the control system. Only when you are familiar with
the functions of various counter terminals, you can flexibly change the counting base according to
your needs. Starting from the logic function of the counter, this paper introduces the method of using
the control terminal function of digital medium-scale integrated circuit to realize arbitrary counter.
Generally, the preset number method is simpler and more flexible than the reset method, the
synchronous operation method is simpler and more reliable than the asynchronous method, and the
integral method is often simpler than the split method. The circuit implementation and debugging of
several design methods introduced in this paper are simple and can meet the general engineering
requirements. Its design idea can also be applied to the logic design using other sequential
components.
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